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Media Kit

We’re focused on real solutions

Hello, 
We’re PIJI, the Public interest Journalism Initiative and we’re bringing change that  
will help protect and sustain public interest journalism.

We’re alarmed at what’s happening to public interest journalism and what that might 
mean for our society and democracy.

It’s no secret that the advertising dollars that used to fund public interest journalism have 
gone to digital platforms and public interest, local, and regional journalism are the 
biggest casualties. The number of journalists in Australia has declined by more than 
25% through redundancy alone. 

But the impact is far greater than the loss of jobs. 

Independent public interest journalism is not just the watchdog of society, it’s the 
cornerstone of democracy. Without it, ours is under threat.


We will 
Mobilise public momentum, influence policy and secure political commitment. Eleven 
public inquiries have highlighted the issue, but brought little change. So we want to 
move the issue from concerned interest to action.

We’re doing this by establishing a network of expertise across research, strategy, 
industry, philanthropy and communications. We’re using research to inform and 
stimulate workable policy proposals and business models. And we’re engaging directly 
in policy development with key political decision-makers, media industry players, leaders 
in business, academia and communities.
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A diverse group of people passionate about public interest journalism and a strong Australian 
democracy. We see PIJI as a catalyst for ideas, collaboration and change. 


Meet our Board and Executive:


ERIC BEECHER 
Eric Beecher is a leader in journalism in Australia. He started his career as a 
journalist on The Age, worked at The Sunday Times and The Observer in 
London and The Washington Post in the US. He was the youngest ever editor 
of the Sydney Morning Herald and in 1987 was appointed Editor-in-Chief of 
the Herald and Weekly Times newspaper group. He founded publisher Text 
Media and Private Media Partners and is now Chair of two influential media 
groups – Private Media, and Solstice Media. In 2007 he was awarded the 
Walkley Award for Journalistic Leadership. 

“An effective democracy requires vigorous journalism to hold power to 
account. Can Australian democracy function effectively if the funding 
mechanism that supports its public interest journalism is collapsing?  
If you believe the answer is no, as I do, there is no choice. We must find 
an alternative or supplementary funding  model for civic journalism.”

We are

LESLIE FALKINER-ROSE 
Leslie is an experienced print, radio and TV journalist who now focuses on 
strategic communications and collaborative educational, social and 
cultural change initiatives. Leslie holds a Masters in Philanthropy and 
Social Investment, is a Trustee of the Ruffin Falkiner Foundation; is on the 
Advisory Board of the Master of Social Impact at Swinburne University; is a 
member of Philanthropy Australia’s Storytelling Steering Group and a 
Board member of Creative Clunes.  Leslie was a journalist at The Age and 
the ABC. She now heads Strategy and Communications for the Australian 
Council of Deans of Education, and the Australian Business Deans Council.

“Public interest journalism isn’t just about providing more 
information. It’s about professionals who care about accuracy 
gathering facts and providing insightful analysis of what’s going on 
in the institutions at the heart of our democracy. - councils, 
governments, courts. How can we make good  decisions if we don’t 
know what’s happening in our own backyards? ”

GLYN DAVIS 
Glyn Davis has had careers in both government and academia. He is the 
Distinguished Professor of Political Science at the Australian National University, a 
Visiting Fellow at the Blavatnik School of Government, a Visiting Fellow at Exeter 
College, Oxford and CEO of the Ramsay Foundation. He was previously Vice-
Chancellor of the University of Melbourne and Director-General of the Department of 
Premier and Cabinet in Queensland. As Foundation Chair of the Australia and New 
Zealand School of Government, Glyn co-chaired the Australia 2020 Summit in 2008 
and presented the Boyer Lectures in 2010.  

“Public debate requires many voices but clear facts.  
Public interest journalism supports both.”
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ADAM FERRIER 
Adam Ferrier is an award-winning advertising creative strategist, founder 
of the agency, Thinkerbell, leading Australian consumer psychologist and 
media commentator.  His careers cover commerce, clinical and forensic 
psychology, criminal behaviour and marketing.  

“Across Australia in courts, arts, health and local reporting, 
more and more independent and expert voices are disappearing 
as a result of the seismic disruptions technology has brought.   
We must preserve the diversity of these voices.”

“Whether George Orwell said it or not: ‘Journalism is printing 
what someone else does not want printed: everything else is 
public relations.’ We live in a world with enough PR. What we 
need more of is brave public interest journalism. “ 

KAREN MAHLAB 
Karen Mahlab is Founder and CEO of Pro Bono Australia. She was was 
CEO at the Mahlab Group (1989-2012) after a successful career in 
advertising. She has been a board member of the Australian Communities 
Foundation, Stand Up, Ten20, and currently the Reichstein Foundation and 
the Australian Art Orchestra. In 2015, she was awarded an Order of 
Australia (AM) for her contribution to the Australian not-for-profit sector 
and innovation in philanthropy. 

“Trust in the media, along with other 
institutions, is plummeting. Sustainable, 
independent, quality public interest journalism 
is critical to that trust. “ 

GRANT RULE 
Grant is the co-Founder and Executive Director of MessageMedia, 
Australia’s largest cloud-based, business SMS solution provider. The 
financial success of MessageMedia led to the creation of the Susan 
McKinnon Foundation in 2015, on which he now focuses much of his time 
and entrepreneurial flair. on the Foundation’s work. Grant aspires to 
contribute to a better functioning society and economy. 
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ERIC SIDOTI 
Eric Sidoti has held senior leadership positions in a number of 
organisations. He was Director of the Whitlam Institute at Western Sydney 
University and Provost of the University’s prestigious Parramatta Campus. 
Eric has held senior appointments with Amnesty International in Australia 
and London, the Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace and the 
Human Rights Council of Australia. He operated a strategic consultancy . 
He is currently Vice-Chancellor’s Fellow and Adjunct Professor with the 
Institute for Culture and Society at Western Sydney University and a 
member of the Board of the Elizabeth Evatt Community Legal Centre.


“We know there are significant challenges facing public interest 
journalism, but we also know that this is a problem that can be 
overcome. It must be overcome if our democracy is to flourish. 
While PIJI doesn’t pretend to have all the answers, we have a 
good idea as to where they can be found." 

MARILYN WARREN 
Professor Marilyn Warren is a Vice-Chancellor’s Fellow of Monash University 
and an Adjunct Professor at the Law Schools of Monash and Victoria 
Universities. In 2018 she was a member of the Monash University Vice-
Chancellor’s Global Leaders’ Summit and in 2020 Marilyn Warren will be the 
Judge in Residence at the University of Melbourne Law School. Marilyn is the 
former Chief Justice of Victoria, Lieutenant Governor of Victoria and a 
Victorian Supreme Court Judge. Before her judicial appointment Marilyn 
practised as a barrister and was appointed a QC. Earlier in her career she was 
a Victorian Government lawyer, and Assistant Chief Parliamentary Counsel. 


“It is important to our democracy that society be well 
informed about the work of the third arm of government, the 
judiciary. The media has untapped potential to widen the 
vital window it provides into the workings of the Courts, 
well beyond criminal cases and sentencing.  

MARGARET SIMONS 
Dr Margaret Simons is an award-winning freelance journalist and author, 
who is currently an Associate Professor in the School of Media, Film and 
Journalism at Monash University. She is well known as a writer and thinker 
on the future of journalism. From 2012-2017 Margaret was director of the 
Centre for Advancing Journalism and the coordinator of the innovative 
Master of Journalism degree at the University of Melbourne. She was 
previously convenor of Journalism at Swinburne University of Technology. 
Margaret has won one Walkley Award, two Quill Awards and has published 
10 books. 


“Without professional media the members of a society  become 
strangers to each other. Reliable, professional reporting done 
consistently and with disinterest is something done by no other 
section of society. We must protect this vital capacity .  “ 

https://monash.edu/research/explore/en/persons/margaret-simons(ea32be81-c270-46b9-a678-abc02aab0cf4).html
https://monash.edu/research/explore/en/persons/margaret-simons(ea32be81-c270-46b9-a678-abc02aab0cf4).html
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We’re investigating.

And we’re speaking up. 

You get it. But many don’t.  
Yet.  

There’s disruption in every industry, right? But what are the real impacts on 
society, not just the industry? 

We’re gathering existing research and initiating new research to fill the gaps. 

We think the impacts are greater in local and regional areas, so we’re looking 
into that right now. We’re also planning to investigate  case studies, tax 
modeling and innovative business models – all topics geared to practical 

We’re talking to people who can help make change happen, including all 
sides of politics. And, of course, the general public, the people who most of 
all have a right to know and to understand. 

We don’t want the time when everyone notices the impacts to be the time 
when it’s too late to do something about it.


Want to talk to one or more of our people? Want to know more? 

Contact Kate Dunstan at kate.dunstan@gmail.com or 0419 561 884. 


There’s a lot ahead, so we’d like to keep in touch. Follow us, visit us at 
piji.com.au and sign up for our [very] occasional newsletter. 
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